DEPARTMENTAL SEMINARS

Summer Term 2019

29 Apr  Daniel Partridge (University of Exeter)
Sources and transport of climate active aerosols over pristine regions

7 May*  Andreas Fink (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology)
The challenge to predict rainfall in West Africa

13 May  Simon Dadson (CEH Wallingford)
Hydro-JULES: Next generation hydrological and land surface predictions

20 May  Roberta D’Agostino (MPI Hamburg)

28 May*  Cecilia Bitz (University of Washington)

3 Jun   Gregor Leckebusch (University of Birmingham)
Understanding Variability of Severe Extra-tropical Cyclones and Wind Storms

10 Jun  Steve Gardiner (University of Washington)

For additional information see: https://research.reading.ac.uk/meteorology/seminars/
Contact: Julia Curio (j.curio@reading.ac.uk).

Mondays at 12:00 / *Tuesdays at 13:00
Sutcliffe Lecture Theatre – GU01